Lesson One, Home and Community: Good Stories

Lesson Two, Home and Community: Ancient Greece and You

Lesson Three, Home and Community: Community with the Gods

Lesson Four, The Hero: Heroes Inside and Outside Community

Lesson Five, The Hero: The Hero, Coming of Age

Lesson Six, Passage: Persephone, Growing Up Divine

Lesson Seven, Passage: Pandora, The First Woman Comes of Age

Lesson Eight, Passage: Perseus, From Boy to Man


Lesson Ten, Choices: Neoptolemus, Growing Up in the Trojan War

Lesson Eleven, Choices: The Marriage of Nausicaa?

Lesson Twelve, Choices: The Journey of Telemachus - I

Lesson Thirteen, Choices: The Journey of Telemachus - II

Lesson Fourteen, Choices: Orestes and Electra, The Journey Within - I

Lesson Fifteen, Choices: Orestes and Electra, The Journey Within - II

Lesson Sixteen, Choices: Antigone, Marriage Undone

Lesson Seventeen, Myth and Author: Ovid, Shortened Stories - I

Lesson Eighteen, Myth and Author: Ovid, Shortened Stories - II

Lesson Nineteen, Explorations: Pindar and Jason

Lesson Twenty, Explorations: Above and Beyond